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Abstract— Reinforcement learning has emerged as an impor-
tant approach for autonomous driving. A reward function is
used in reinforcement learning to establish the learned skill
objectives and guide the agent toward the optimal policy. Since
autonomous driving is a complex domain with partly conflicting
objectives with varying degrees of priority, developing a suitable
reward function represents a fundamental challenge. This paper
aims to highlight the gap in such function design by assessing
different proposed formulations in the literature and dividing
individual objectives into Safety, Comfort, Progress, and Traffic
Rules compliance categories. Additionally, the limitations of the
reviewed reward functions are discussed, such as objectives
aggregation and indifference to driving context. Furthermore,
the reward categories are frequently inadequately formulated
and lack standardization. This paper concludes by proposing
future research that potentially addresses the observed short-
comings in rewards, including a reward validation framework
and structured rewards that are context-aware and able to
resolve conflicts.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since human error accounts for 94% of traffic accidents
[1]–[3], autonomous vehicles are being pursued as an ef-
ficient and safe replacement for manual-driven vehicles to
reduce the high number of injuries and traffic accidents [4].
In addition to increasing road safety, autonomous vehicles
have the potential to improve two major challenges in road
transportation, namely, the efficiency of road infrastructure
as well as the efficiency of fuel consumption and associated
emissions [5].

Autonomous driving software architecture can be divided
into modular and End-to-End (E2E) learning approaches [6].
Modular approaches divide the complex task of driving into
multiple subtasks such as perception, localization, planning,
and control to compute vehicle actions from sensor data
[6]. The aforementioned approaches have high dependencies
between different modules and suffer from error propagation
through individual modules [7]. These drawbacks have led
the research community to pay more attention to E2E ap-
proaches. Compared to modular approaches, E2E approaches
are more sustainable and have fewer components, as they
learn a driving policy directly from input sensor data [7]
without any intermediate explicit tasks.

Reinforcement learning (RL) has been one of the dominant
approaches in E2E driving. Since RL is a learning framework
based on the process of repeated interaction between an agent
and its environment in contrast to data-focused approaches
such as supervised learning [8]. The main goal of an RL
agent is to maximize the cumulative reward, which is the
discounted total of the rewards received for each time step
[9]. The reward is a singular value based on the aggregation

of a set of objectives, namely the reward function, based on
the action executed by the agent and the updated environment
state [9]. To account for the complexity and size of the state
and action spaces, Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) has
been introduced in state-of-the-art approaches using a deep
neural network [10].

RL has recently been applied in autonomous driving at
different motion planning levels. In behavior planning, RL
is utilized to learn a policy of high-level decisions based on
the environment state [11]. As demonstrated in [12]–[15],
turning decisions and lane changes are the most common
behavior planning applications of reinforcement learning.
Another planning level where RL has been applied is tra-
jectory planning in both Cartesian and Frenet coordinate
systems [16]–[20]. Finally, RL can also be formulated to
directly compute low-level control commands of the vehicle
such as steering, acceleration, and deceleration as illustrated
in [21]–[23].

The objective of this research is to bring attention to the di-
verse challenges associated with designing a suitable reward
system for autonomous driving and conduct a comprehensive
analysis of the rewards employed in state-of-the-art RL
approaches. Individual objectives in the recently proposed
formulations are analyzed in depth and divided into different
categories. Additionally, a comprehensive discussion on the
strengths and limitations of the reviewed reward functions is
presented, with the aim of uncovering potential areas for
refinement. Lastly, this research puts forward suggestions
for enhancing the structure of the reward function, with
the overarching goal of improving the safety and efficiency
of RL approaches and addressing the need for validation
frameworks for such systems.

II. CHALLENGES OF REWARD DESIGN IN THE
AUTONOMOUS DRIVING DOMAIN

A pivotal aspect of autonomous driving is the conversion
of the intricate multi-objective nature of autonomous driving
into a performance metric, as discussed by [24]. State-of-
the-art approaches employ objective functions or reward
functions to encode competing objectives like safety and
efficiency. Although this paper focuses on reward functions
due to the prevalence of reinforcement learning in recent
driving approaches, it is crucial to recognize that the lim-
itations highlighted in this review extend to the design of
objective functions within modular architectures as well.

The reward function, a fundamental element in reinforce-
ment learning, serves the purpose of evaluating a specific
action within the current environment state. It is therefore
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necessary for the reward function to facilitate a rational
decision among multiple actions by representing the critical
performance indicators of the task [25]. Inadequately formu-
lated reward functions, particularly in complex environments,
fail to accurately reflect the agent’s objectives and may result
in policies that are suboptimal in relation to the agent’s actual
task [26].

Insufficient emphasis is placed on the design phase of
reward functions in current autonomous driving approaches,
resulting in notable limitations and significant opportunities
for enhancement in the overall design of reward functions
[24]. The process of designing reward functions for au-
tonomous driving is confronted with numerous challenges.
Autonomous driving, being a multi-objective problem, neces-
sitates a reward function capable of not only encompassing
diverse objectives but also addressing the complex task of
combining these objectives effectively and resolving their
conflicts [24]. Furthermore, autonomous driving is dependent
on context such as the region, weather conditions, and
driving environment (urban environment vs. highway) [24].
Additionally, the absence of robust performance metrics for
evaluating specific reward functions, coupled with delayed
rewards, presents further design difficulties [24]. Ill-defined
reward attributes may lead to undesirable or even safety-
compromising driving behaviors, emphasizing the need for
careful consideration during the reward function design
phase.

III. CATEGORIES OF OBJECTIVES IN THE REWARD
FUNCTION DESIGN

In order to establish comparability and facilitate additional
analysis, the reward functions are broken down into individ-
ual components. These components are then assigned to a
predefined set of categories. The selected categories, safety,
progress, comfort, traffic rules conformance, and related to
model performance, were chosen due to their prevalence
in the approaches under investigation and their intrinsic
significance as fundamental metrics for driving performance
assessment. Additionally, the analysis delved into the specific
use case, considering constraints, strengths, and weaknesses
of objectives formulation. The suitability of existing industry
standards for the attribute categories of autonomous driving
was examined and missing standards were highlighted. Fur-
ther, the different categories are discussed with their various
formulations and their strengths and limitations.

Certain publications use reward terms that don’t fit into
the categories that have been chosen. Typically, the purpose
of these terms is to improve model performance, either
by implicitly encouraging exploration [27]–[29] or through
explicit methods [30]. Given that these terms do not capture
aspects related to autonomous driving objectives, they are
not considered for further analysis.

A. Safety

The primary goal of driving is ensuring safety, which can
be assessed from different perspectives. Safety encompasses
hardware elements like brake performance, software design,

and driving behavior that prioritizes avoiding collisions. This
study specifically emphasizes safe and collision-free driving,
as it aligns most closely with the reward function and RL
objectives. A number of standards, including ISO 26262 [31]
and SOTIF [32], address other aspects of safety; however,
none of them explicitly address a definition of safety that
can be applied to the development of reward or objective
functions for autonomous driving. This standard, which is
lacking in the literature to date, is essential to defining reward
functions that ensure RL agents’ safety.

To tackle the absence of a specific definition, this work
delves into key findings from the literature relevant to
formulating such a definition. The safety objective should
promote safe driving and penalize risky behavior, such as
actions that result in collisions. Maintaining a safe distance
from other road users, and driving at the proper speed, are
part of safe driving behavior. Two general approaches can
be distinguished in the current implementations of safety
in reward functions. The direct method penalizes collisions
to reduce the likelihood of accidents in the learned agent
behavior. The second, a more situational approach, seeks to
enhance hazard perception by estimating the risk of potential
collisions and allocating rewards based on the level of risk.

The simplest implementation of safety is a conditional
function, wherein a negative reward is applied if a collision
occurs; otherwise, the reward is set to zero, as exemplified
in previous works [21], [28], [33]–[42]. The mathematical
formulation of a safety conditional reward is illustrated in
equation (1), where x is a negative collision penalty that
is manually defined. One limitation of this approach is its
failure to consider the severity of the collision. For example,
a minor collision at low speed is penalized the same as a
collision with pedestrians at high speed.

rsafety =

{
x , if there is a collision
0 , otherwise (1)

Compared to the proposed definition of safety, only the
aspect of punishing unsafe driving behavior is covered.
Even if this conditional function is interpretable, a manually
defined penalty x is often difficult to interpret and depends
heavily on the magnitude assigned to other rewards and
penalties. Various levels of severity can be defined in the
safety reward to impose distinct penalties for different behav-
iors during collisions, enhancing interpretability. Moreover,
the safety reward can be tailored to distinguish between
accidents involving pedestrians, vehicles, and static obstacles
A realization of such a formulation is illustrated in [43] and
[28], where distinctions between different collision severity
are made, and lower or higher penalties are assigned based
on the entity of the traffic participant involved in a collision.
Other approaches use collision damage to calculate the
penalty [30], [44]. While these formulations are applicable
in simulation, collision damage is extremely difficult to
calculate in real scenarios.

While the aforementioned approaches enhance trans-
parency and interpretability, a significant challenge arises in
accurately attributing collisions to specific types of traffic



participants, severity levels, or collision damage. A feasible
strategy for assessing collision severity involves incorporat-
ing the speed of the autonomous vehicle at the time of the
collision into the reward, as suggested in [45]. The penalty
for the collision increases with higher collision speeds,
providing a justifiable basis for certain penalty values, as
discussed in equation (2). Additionally, the speed can be
introduced exponentially in the formula to impose even more
severe penalties for higher speeds [45].

rsafety = −x× (velocity2 + 0.5) (2)

All the previously mentioned formulations involve penalizing
penalties for unsafe driving behavior, specifically collisions,
but they lack any provision for rewarding safe driving behav-
ior relative to the assumed risk. In this regard, trajectories
exhibiting near-collision behavior are assessed identically to
trajectories exhibiting safer driving behavior. An extension
of the conditional reward function to incorporate collisions
and near collisions is utilized in a number of publications
[27], [46]–[48].

Alternatively, the safety objective can be modeled using a
continuous and dense reward rather than a conditional sparse
function. In order to integrate collision risk into the reward
function and represent the current situation’s riskiness with a
single continuous value, research efforts, as outlined in [22],
[29], [49], focus on factors such as the distance to the nearest
vehicles or obstacles. Recognizing the dynamic nature of
other vehicles, a more fitting approach than distance-based
evaluation involves heuristics such as time-to-collision [50]–
[52]. The formulation of TTC-based reward is clarified in
equation (3) where the function f describes the penalty
according to the current value of TTC. f can either be a
constant or, for a more realistic representation, the inverse
of TTC. In the latter case, the penalty increases as TTC
decreases [50]. The parameter t is defined as the critical
threshold below which the TTC is considered risky.

rsafety =

{
f(TTC) , if TTC < t

0 , otherwise (3)

Apart from TTC, other metrics like headway [50] and
distance to other vehicles [22] can also be taken into account
when estimating the current risk level. It’s important to
highlight that, as indicated by [53], TTC is considered more
suitable than other utilized risk heuristics. This preference
arises from the fact that a small TTC value is distinctive to
risky situations demanding an immediate response, whereas
a small headway or distance to other vehicles may not
necessarily signify a critical scenario.

Furthermore, this work suggests a safety reward formu-
lation that has a continuous dense term that penalizes risky
driving behavior and encourages safer driving on the road,
such as TTC or headway, as well as a sparse penalty for
collisions. This penalty can be dynamically assigned based
on different collision severity levels and actor types.

This work recommends a formulation for a safety reward
that includes both a sparse penalty for collisions and a
continuous dense term that penalizes risky driving behavior

and promotes safer driving on the road, such as TTC or
headway. Various collision severity levels and actor types
can be taken into account in the collision penalty.

Finally, recently introduced sophisticated mathematical
decision models, such as Nvidia Force Field (SFF) [54]
and Responsibility-Sensitive Safety (RSS) [55], could play
a pivotal role in developing a transparent and interpretable
definition for safety. SFF aims to make decisions that mini-
mize the intersection between the autonomous vehicles and
other road users claimed sets [54], thereby averting critical
scenarios. The claimed set represents the union of trajectories
computed via a safety procedure proposed in [54]. On the
other hand, RSS functions as an additional layer on top of the
autonomous vehicle planning module, ensuring the avoidance
of critical situations in longitudinal and lateral directions, as
well as during yielding by calculating the worst-case TTC
for these maneuvers. To the best of our knowledge, none of
the state-of-the-art RL approaches incorporate the decision
models mentioned earlier. The sole occurrence of SFF usage
is proposed in [56], where a neural network is trained to
predict the claimed sets of actors in Carla simulation [57].

B. Progress

The RL agent is motivated to advance toward a pre-
determined goal from its current location by the progress
objective. Efficiency is another name for this objective.
There is no universally standardized definition for progress
within the context of reward functions and autonomous
driving tasks. A basic formulation of this objective involves
receiving a delayed reward upon reaching the goal [35], [40],
[41], [58]. The reward function discussed in Paleja et al.
[51] additionally rewards attaining 40% and 60% of total
progress. Additionally, other works simultaneously apply a
penalty for each time step elapsed since the beginning of
the episode [27], [47] or penalize a speed of zero [21],
[34], incentivizing the agent to complete the task as fast as
possible.

In order to provide a dense reward, progress is often
proxied by the distance traveled [30], [35], [48], [49], [52]
or the velocity [21], [28], [34], [36]–[38], [43], [51] in the
current time step. Another approach to modeling progress
involves defining a specific target velocity or distance to be
covered within a single time step. Deviations from these
targets are then penalized, with larger deviations incurring
higher penalties. However, existing approaches often use a
fixed desired velocity, typically based on the road speed limit
[29], [42], [46], [47], [58], without considering other factors
such as traffic density and weather conditions that may
affect velocity. A more suitable formulation could involve
dynamically calculating the target velocity based on all
relevant factors, though this might pose challenges in real-
world applications. Moreover, as an alternative formulation
of progress, rewarding acceleration is put forth in [30], [44].

One major problem with dense formulations of progress
mentioned earlier is that the agent can move in the opposite
direction of the goal and still receive a progress reward.



Two papers [28], [44] determine the reward by calculating
the distance to goal [44] or the Euclidean distance to the
goal [28], which seems to solve the problem at first glance.
However, a reward based on the road distance traveled on
the route to the destination is a more appropriate approach,
as suggested in [20], since the path to the agent’s destination
is not necessarily a straight line and is defined by the road
topology and traffic rules.

Finally, overtaking is rewarded in [35], [42], [46] to
encourage progress in situations where overtaking a slow
vehicle in front could lead to faster progress at the expense
of a minimal safety risk.

Although the reviewed formulations of progress can seem
reasonable in hindsight, they can lead to conflicts and ac-
cidents. As illustrated by Knox et al. [24], such progress
formulations are ineffective even in a simple situation where
a static obstacle blocks the agent’s path. Unlike a human
driver in this situation, the agent might choose to crash into
the obstacle rather than remain idle, since the cumulative
progress penalty over an extended waiting period can be
greater than the collision penalty. This irrational decision is
a consequence of the flawed formulation and aggregation of
the individual objectives and is discussed further in IV-A.

In conclusion, a significant challenge with the progress
objective lies in its overlap with safety. The moment a
vehicle departs from a stationary position, the associated risk
relatively increases. However, to reach the predefined goal,
movement is essential and, therefore, must be incentivized
by the reward function.

C. Comfort

The degree to which passengers find their ride comfortable
and agreeable is a determining factor in the overall success
and widespread adoption of autonomous vehicles, in addition
to their technical capabilities such as safety and progress
objectives. The comfort objective has no established standard
applicable to the reward function of autonomous driving.
The prevailing industry standard, as outlined in [59], defines
comfort by evaluating vibrations affecting the spine of pas-
sengers. This comfort standard is predominantly passenger-
focused, influenced by variables like exposure duration, age,
and height of the passenger [59].

Applying such a standard to autonomous driving proves
impractical, given scenarios where vehicles operate without
passengers or experience frequent changes in passengers.
This dynamic change in passengers makes it difficult to
assess comfort levels during a journey, as conventional
methods such as user studies are not scalable. One of the
most appropriate and complete definitions of comfort in the
context of autonomous driving, to the best of our knowledge,
is illustrated in [60]. The right-of-way, acceleration, and the
derivative of acceleration (jerk) in both longitudinal and
lateral directions are taken into account in the suggested
formulation. However, it disregards the rate of change of
the steering angle and lateral acceleration in its formulation.

It should be emphasized that while some aspects of
the previously mentioned formulation are considered in the

reviewed literature for this work, no research offered a
complete coverage of the formulation. Numerous methods
impose penalties on high acceleration and deceleration [22],
[33], [36], [45], [49], [52], while others focus on penalizing
the rate of change of acceleration (jerk) [22], [47], [50].
When assessing comfort, only one paper takes headway into
account [50], and two of the examined publications introduce
penalties for hard braking [41], [51], potentially conflicting
with the safety objective of the reward function.

One aspect that is not among those previously defined in
[60] is steering smoothness, which is used as an evaluation
measure for comfort [21], [23], [36], [43]. In detail, steering
smoothness is achieved by penalizing high angles of steering
[21], [36] or counter steering [23], [43].

Across several publications, we observed a consistent
pattern of leaving out the comfort attribute entirely from the
reward function design [27], [28], [30], [34], [35], [40], [44],
[46], [58] which has a negative impact on the agent’s learned
policy.

D. Traffic rules conformance

The goal of the traffic rules conformance objective is to
motivate the agent to comply with various traffic regulations.
Detaching traffic regulations from the concept of safety
allows for a more contextualized approach, since the laws
may change depending on the situation. The majority of the
reviewed publications primarily address the basic applica-
tions of traffic regulations. The specific rules currently im-
plemented include rewarding adherence to staying in the lane
[21], [23], [28], [34], [38], imposing penalties for surpassing
the speed limit [21], [36], [37], [52], and for undercutting the
required minimum headway [50]. Additionally, in specific
scenarios, regulations involve rewarding compliance with the
right-of-way [33] and remaining in the correct lane while
turning [33].

A prevalent limitation found in the current literature is
the absence of a mechanism for simultaneous compliance
with multiple traffic laws and the use of rule relaxations.
For example, none of the publications strictly enforce speed
limits; rather, they penalize speeding based on the degree of
deviation from the speed limit.

IV. GENERAL LIMITATIONS

This section outlines the main limitations of current reward
functions, highlighting areas that could be addressed in future
research to improve autonomous driving models. Unlike the
previous section, the focus here is on the overall structure
of the reward function rather than specific reward terms. In
particular, the focus is on comprehending how the different
objectives are combined to shape the overall reward function
and how the reward’s lack of adaptability to different driving
contexts restricts its generalizability.

A. Aggregation of attributes

1) Summation: A major limitation is the aggregation of
attributes. Most of the reviewed publications use summation
to combine the different reward terms to obtain the final



reward [21], [22], [27], [35], [39]–[41], [43], [45], [47],
[51], [52], [61]. Nevertheless, this simple formulation doesn’t
encode any priority or distinction between different objec-
tives and fails to handle conflicts in these objectives. As
depicted in equation (4), safety is assigned the same weight
as progress.

r = rsafety + rprogress + rcomfort + rrules (4)

2) Weighted summation: The literature has explored the
incorporation of a mechanism to assign priorities in the
final reward calculation, considering the different levels of
objective significance within autonomous driving.

Several works utilize a switching mechanism to condition
the RL agent on particular features of the current envi-
ronment state and assign different final reward values to
it [34], [37], [38], [48], [58]. While the approach appears
effective in simplified scenarios, the scalability to realistic
settings is hindered by the growing complexity of conditions
in a real-world environment. Additionally, this method design
relies on a substantial amount of expert knowledge. These
limitations motivate a need for more adaptive and scalable
approaches that can handle the conflict and trade-offs be-
tween objectives.

More sophisticated methodologies have been introduced,
incorporating the use of weights to assign varying degrees of
importance to different reward terms. This approach involves
assigning a weight per attribute, as detailed in equation
(5). The introduced weights can be manually tuned, as
demonstrated in the reviewed papers [28]–[30], [36], [42],
[44], [46], [49], [50]. Additionally, Inverse Reinforcement
Learning (IRL) approaches are proposed either to learn the
complete reward value [62], [63] at a given state or the
individual objectives’ reward contribution [64] or the weights
per attribute [65], [66] from recorded expert driving.

r = wsafety × rsafety + wprogress × rprogress

+ wcomfort × rcomfort + wtraffic rules × rrules (5)

Manually fine-tuning weights in the complex setting of
autonomous driving poses challenges, given the lack of
intuitive guidelines on determining the appropriate balance
between its diverse objectives. Conversely, the application
of IRL demands substantial computational resources and a
diverse dataset to ensure effective generalization, as noted
in previous research [33]. Additionally, a notable drawback
of weight-based approaches lies in their lack of adaptability,
where optimal weights may vary based on context or the
type of maneuver.

3) Lexicographic ordering: Using a lexicographic order
is one way to eliminate the need for explicit weighting
procedures and address some of the associated disadvantages.
In a lexicographic ordering approach, objectives are strictly
ordered based on their importance, and the decision is made
by considering each objective sequentially, without assigning
specific weights, as demonstrated in [33]. The paper intro-
duces a lexicographic deep Q network that incorporates four
prioritized goals, correct lane changes, safety aspects, traffic

rule compliance, and comfort, each associated with assigned
thresholds [33].

Although this approach mitigates the challenges associated
with traditional weighting processes, it introduces new ones.
The method relies on a strict ordering of objectives to
calculate the reward, and is unable to manage formulations
where multiple objectives hold the same level of impor-
tance. Additionally, the introduction of a threshold for each
objective requires manual tuning. Section V-A introduces
Rulebooks as an alternative threshold-free ordering approach
with better trade-off handling.

B. Use Case Specific Reward design with lack of Context
Awareness

The driving context plays a pivotal role in establishing
criteria for desired behavior in autonomous vehicles. This
context significantly shapes the design of the reward func-
tion, aiming to mathematically represent this behavior [24].
Typically, the reward function is customized to excel in the
specific driving context, incorporating terms specific to the
use case in focus.

While urban driving is the most prevalent use case [21],
[28], [33], [36], [39], [43]–[45], other scenarios such as
merging procedures [22], [41], [42], [49], lane change ma-
neuvers [47], [48], or even racing track simulations [27], [34]
are occasionally studied. A drawback of use case specific
reward functions is their limited generalization to diverse or
unexpected scenarios and limited versatility in a different
driving context or use case.

On the other hand, relying on a single, all-encompassing
reward function might prove insufficient in a dynamic do-
main such as autonomous driving [24]. A universal and
versatile reward function for autonomous driving can be es-
tablished using a hybrid strategy. This entails combining use
cases specific terms with more broadly applicable objectives
while maintaining awareness of the vehicle’s driving context.
However, none of the reviewed papers made modifications
to the reward function to incorporate context awareness.

A limitation of the suggested reward formulation is that
specific terms are tailored for each use case, necessitating
a transition mechanism between different use cases during
driving. As of now, no such mechanism has been developed
in the field of autonomous driving. An option for handling
these transitions is the use of Reward machines, which can
be viewed as an extension or specialization of finite state
machines in the context of RL. Further details about Reward
machines are explored in section V-B.

C. Economic aspects disregarded

The examined reward functions have predominantly em-
phasized the objectives outlined in section III, yet con-
sistently overlook economic aspects. Economic aspects in
driving encompass factors such as fuel efficiency, and cost
optimization. While safety and regulations typically take
precedence in social and ethical priorities, economic aspects
should receive additional attention due to their significant
financial and environmental impact.



V. PROPOSALS FOR FUTURE WORK

In this section, potential solutions for the identified lim-
itations in current reward functions are explored, with the
intention of advancing the autonomous driving reward de-
sign process. The suggested approaches center on exploring
alternative ways to aggregate individual objectives through
Rulebooks and incorporating driving context into reward
functions. Additionally, the section examines the absence of
frameworks for validating and evaluating reward functions.

A. Rulebooks

When examining the primary issues with existing reward
functions, attention is drawn to challenges linked to the use
of weighted reward functions for different objectives. Propos-
ing an alternative to the current reward function formulation,
the Rulebook emerges as a distinctive approach.

A Rulebook can be defined as a tuple 〈R, ≤〉 consisting
of a certain number of rules R and a pre-defined order
≤ amongst those rules to account for different priorities
[67]. This tuple can be represented as a directed graph. The
primary benefit lies in the elimination of the need for manual
weight assignment, replaced instead by the establishment
of rule priorities within a Rulebook. Furthermore, the rule
priority can be acquired either entirely or partially from data,
as highlighted in the work by Censi et al. [67].

A driving action or trajectory can be evaluated based
on its rule violation for the Rulebook rules, given their
priority [67]. Subsequent studies apply an iterative technique
to search for an action with minimum rule violations [68].
Accordingly, a Rulebook can serve as a foundational frame-
work for developing a more robust reward function that can
handle complex situations where certain rules must be dis-
regarded or are in conflict with other rules. Rulebooks have
demonstrated successful application in the planning modules
of autonomous driving systems, showcasing effectiveness
even when defined based on only a few critical rules [67],
[69].

B. Context and Reward Machines

One drawback of reward functions is their lack of context
awareness, as outlined in Section IV-B. Relying solely on
a single reward function without considering context may
prove inadequate. To address this issue and improve gener-
alizability, an effective approach is to incorporate context as
input and enable learning across various contexts [24].

The utilization of reward machines presents a viable
approach for encoding driving context. A reward machine
serves as an extension of finite state machines within the
context of RL. Distinguished by their expressive capabil-
ity, reward machines excel in hierarchically decomposing
intricate tasks into discrete subtasks [70]. Each subtask is
associated with a unique reward, and a transition mecha-
nism governs the transitions between these subtasks. This
formulation enhances the adaptability of reward machines to
changes in environmental conditions over time [71].

In the context of autonomous driving, a subtask can
be a different driving context or maneuver type, with the

requirement of transition mechanisms to switch between
these subtasks. Despite the drawback of relying on transition
mechanisms and the potential for over-engineering when de-
composing driving tasks into specific contexts or maneuvers,
reward machines serve as a starting point in the development
of rewards that are context-aware.

C. A Framework for reward function validation

Given the significant limitations and possible ill-definitions
of reward function design reviewed in this review, we con-
tend that the establishment of an automatic framework for
the validation of reward functions is imperative. This frame-
work is crucial for guaranteeing the safety and reliability
of reinforcement learning agents developed for autonomous
driving scenarios.

Following an extensive examination of the existing liter-
ature, no instances of a comprehensive framework designed
for the validation of reward functions were identified, with
the exception of a manual approach discussed in [24]. This
particular approach introduces eight sanity checks intended
to reveal potential issues within a given reward function.
However, a notable challenge associated with this method is
the non-trivial evaluation of these sanity checks. For exam-
ple, one sanity check involves assessing whether the reward
function unintentionally encourages undesired behavior [24],
a task that proves impractical to manually verify within
complex domains like autonomous driving.

In recent publications, several works have been introduced
to address automatic critical scenario generation. These stud-
ies focus on either generating or modifying scenarios to
produce adversarial examples, intending to assess the agent’s
behavior in critical situations that can lead to accidents [72]–
[75]. From the perspective of this work, critical scenario gen-
eration approaches can serve as an initial step for the design
of automatic validation frameworks of reward functions in
autonomous driving.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, an examination of reward functions ap-
plied to state-of-the-art autonomous driving RL models was
conducted. The review process included breaking down the
reward functions into individual terms and assigning them
to a predefined set of categories. This approach enables
a comprehensive analysis both in a broad sense and in
terms of specific categories. At the category analysis level,
a prominent challenge observed was the absence of concrete
industry standards for these categories, resulting in diverse
and typically ill-defined formulations of these categories.

Furthermore, general limitations of the reward function
design have been discussed. The limitations included the
simplistic approach for aggregation of conflicting attributes,
lack of awareness about the context of the driving task, and
limited generalization due to use case specific formulation.

Different aspects of enhancement of reward function are
discussed for future work. The combination of objectives can
be addressed through Rulebooks and the encoding of context
can be enhanced through reward machines. Future research



recommendations also address the absence of a framework
for the validation of reward functions.
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